Joining the Letter ‘w’

Continue each line using diagonal joins from the bottom of the letter ‘w’. Take extra care when joining to an anticlockwise letter.

Add the letter pattern ‘wh’ to the beginning of these words.

- __istle
- __isky
- __iskers
- __ite
- __atever
- __ether

Add ‘wa’ or ‘we’ to these words. Make sure that you use your horizontal letter joins. What words have you created?

- soft__re
- t__live
- motor____y
- awk__rd
- je__llery
- ans__r
Dear Mummy, thank you for making me happy!

Dear Mummy, thank you for making me happy!

Dear Mummy, thank you for making me happy!

Dear Mummy, thank you for making me happy!
You are one in a million. Thank you for everything you do for me.

You are one in a million. Thank you for everything you do for me.

You are one in a million. Thank you for everything you do for me.

You are one in a million. Thank you for everything you do for me.
I am very lucky to have you as my mum. Happy Mother’s Day!

I am very lucky to have you as my mum. Happy Mother’s Day!

I am very lucky to have you as my mum. Happy Mother’s Day!

I am very lucky to have you as my mum. Happy Mother’s Day!
Positioning the Letter ‘q’

The body of the letter ‘q’ should fit between the baseline and the midline. Its stick should touch the bottom line. Practise it here:

```
  q
  q
```

Always take care to form your letter ‘q’ the correct way round. Don’t confuse it with a letter ‘p’!

```
  q
  p
  q
  p
```

The letter ‘q’ will usually be followed by the letter ‘u’. Practise the letter pattern ‘qu’ here:

```
  q
  u
```

Can you solve the riddles and write the correct word containing the ‘qu’ letter pattern?

1. I’m the head of a beehive, or on a chessboard I can be seen. You can even find me in a deck of cards, just call me ‘Your Majesty, the _____!’

2. I’m triggered by plates inside the Earth’s crust that cause the ground to shake, I’m measured on a Richter scale, I’m a devastating and dangerous __________.

3. I’m a type of mammal with a thick bushy tail, sometimes red but often grey, I collect up nuts through the summer months for when the warm weather goes away. What am I?
The Journey to Cursive: Handwriting Pangrams

A pangram is a sentence that contains every letter of the alphabet at least once.

Read each pangram carefully, trace it three times and then write it independently in your neatest, joined style three times.

The five boxing wizards jumped quickly.

The five boxing wizards jumped quickly.

The five boxing wizards jumped quickly.

The five boxing wizards jumped quickly.
The Journey to Cursive: Handwriting Pangrams

A pangram is a sentence that contains every letter of the alphabet at least once.

Read each pangram carefully, trace it three times and then write it independently in your neatest, joined style three times.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
The Journey to Cursive: Handwriting Pangrams

A pangram is a sentence that contains every letter of the alphabet at least once.

Read each pangram carefully, trace it three times and then write it independently in your neatest, joined style three times.

The jay, pig, fox, zebra and my wolves quack.
The jay, pig, fox, zebra and my wolves quack.
The jay, pig, fox, zebra and my wolves quack.
The jay, pig, fox, zebra and my wolves quack.
The Letter ‘o’

Whoosh in round you go.
Lead out from the top for your o.

Can you add an ‘o’ to these words to complete the words and phrases?

_ live _ it

_ ld cl ck

h ò t water b ò ttle
The Letter ‘p’

Start at the top, go down under the line and then back neatly,

Then draw a curve that joins onto your line to make a p!

Find the letter p in the words below and draw a circle around them. Using your finger, draw the letter p in the air:

friendship
asleep
spring
capital
palace
planet
princess
pirate

Now carefully write out six lines of the letter ‘p’.